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The Composite-type Optical Fiberscope (COF) integrates light illumination transmission, image transmission and irradiation laser transmission into a same axis (Oka K., 2006). The diameter of a COF is about 0.8 mm. It has about 6,000 image transmission fibers and a laser irradiation fiber as shown in the Figure 04. The optical fibers for image transmission are surrounded a single optical fiber for irradiation laser transmission, those two types are the functional laser fibers in the COF.

The physical properties of COF have direct impact with its applications. Thinner insertion tubes can be inserted into the narrow sections without any extra force as shows in Figure 06. Smaller head and the flexibility of insertion tube may increase patient comfort as well. With respect to the COFs applications the irradiation ability is one of the most important features (Oka K., 2008).

Difficulties of Conventional Endoscope

1. Two devices are required.
2. Application to a narrow part is difficult.
3. Precise positioning is difficult.
4. Due to the laser irradiation range is indefinite, unevenness occurs.

Figure 01: Tip of Conventional Endoscope, usually the diameter is 4 mm to 6 mm

Figure 02: Tip of Composite-type of Fiberscope, usually the diameter is 0.8 mm to 1 mm

Figure 03: Positioning of Endoscope
Solution with COF

- Fibers for laser transmission and image transmission are integrated into the same axis. (Figure 04)
- Separation and integration of laser beam (1064 nm) and image (400~780 nm).
- Easy insertion to a narrow parts. (Figure 05 and Figure 06)
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